
Session Description Location Stream

09:40 – 10:30 

Basics of AGA-3 An Introduction to AGA-3 "Orifice Metering of Natural Gas and Other Related Hydrocarbon Fluids" Glen-201 Beginner

An Analysis in Leak Detection This paper focuses on tools, strategies and systems that won't break the bank. The training will outline 
a summary of regulatory requirements, systems that can be realigned within organization to provide 
sustainable monitoring solutions and examples of leak detection approach.

Glen-203 Beginner

Proving efficiency from Field to Head Office We will present an innovative and efficient way to streamline the proving process right from the mobile,master 
meter or stationary prover right to landing the data sets in the corporate proving server. We will then discuss 
optimizing of the datasets and query based solution to allow clients to optimize operator proving schedules.

Glen-202 Intermediate

S-30 Sulphur This class will provide a comprehensive overview of S-30 as it relates to Sulphur Recovery operations. Glen-206 Intermediate

11:00 – 11:50 

Measurement Devices This class will provide a high level overview of avaialble flow measurement technologies and their principle of 
operation.  In addition we will discuss some common applications as well as limitations to each technology.

Glen-201 Beginner

AER Climate Policy Implementation In 2015 the Alberta Government released their Climate Leadership Plan (CLP). Within that plan was the 
commitment to reduce methane emissions from the Alberta Oil and Gas sector by 45% below 2014 levels by 
2025. As the regulator for the Alberta Oil and Gas industry, the AER is responsible for designing an effective set 
of regulations to achieve these results. With that, the AER requires improved venting metering, measurement, 
and recording (MMR) to support the GoAs Climate Leadership Plan. Improved reporting and measurement is 
important to better quantify and track Albertas commitment to reducing its methane emissions 

Glen-206 Intermediate

Master Meter Proving Utilizing Helical  
Turbine Meters

This paper focuses on Master Meter Proving Methods (in general) with specific examples utilizing a helical 
turbine meter as the Master Meter. 

Glen-202 Intermediate

11:30 – 11:50 LUNCH TCC Foyer
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13:10 – 14:00

Liquid Coriolis Meter Panel Part 1 Panel type discussion led by End Users and Manufacturers of Coriolis flow meters.  Typical installations, 
benefits and things to be aware of will be discussed.

Glen-203 Intermediate

Reliability Centred Maintenance for 
Measurement Devices

Mark Perrin and Stephen Ursulescu will describe techniques that can be used to analyze the reliability of 
measurement devices. These techniques can predict when devices will fail. The techniques are used in other 
industries such as aviation and automotive but are not widely used in upstream oil and gas. 

Glen-202 Intermediate

Uncertainty in Hydrocarbon Measurement Measurement uncertainty is a useful tool that can be used to define the most likely contributors to 
measurement errors. 

Glen-205 Intermediate

Effectively Finding the Bust in Gas Allocations This course defines: the allocation methods, the terminology, the weaknesses of each Allocation method, and 
a method to troubleshoot Gas Allocations 

Glen-201 Beginner

14:10 – 15:00

Gas Analysis 101 - Reading & Interpreting  
Gas Analysis

This class will review how to properly read & understand Gas Analysis and how to recognize the good, the 
bad, and the ugly. It will cover the drivers for gas analysis collection, why it is critical to review Gas Analysis 
before use, how are compositions actually determined, what is the makeup of a gas analysis report, common 
sources of errors, and what to look for in order to properly validate a Gas Analysis before use. 

Glen-201 Beginner

Liquid Coriolis Meter Panel Part 2 Panel type discussion led by End Users and Manufacturers of Coriolis flow meters.  Typical installations, benefits 
and things to be aware of will be discussed.

Glen-203 Intermediate

Creating Realistic Cyber Security Policies for 
SCADA Systems

Crafting a cyber security strategy that is simple enough to actually be implemented, yet nuanced enough 
to be effective is no easy task. By reconciling IT security solutions prioritization of confidentiality against the 
measurement teams desire for availability, this session will present the principles that a successful cyber security 
policy can be built around. This requires an understanding of the threats SCADA will face in terms of probability, not 
possibility, which includes an explanation of how current SCADA protection strategies fail. Policy foundations will 
then be presented that allow proven IT security strategies to be successfully applied to legacy SCADA networks.

Glen-202 Intermediate

15:00 – 15:30 COFFEE BREAK AND EXHIBIT VIEWING Exhibit Hall
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15:30 – 16:20

Measurement Canada Regulations and 
Implications for the Hydrocarbon  
Measurement Industry

With regulatory changes taking place since July 2014, there are and have been wide-ranging implications 
for not adhering to guidelines implemented by Measurement Canada. Traders need to understand what this 
process involves and how it will be executed by their local Authorized Service Providers (ASPs). It is critical 
that all parties from the engineering firm, construction group, end-user, and ASP are all aware of what is 
involved in designing and certifying a Measurement Canada Approved Custody Transfer system. 

Glen-202 Beginner

Effluent Well Proration Math This is a basic walk through of a fictitious battery and how volumes are determined for effluent proration 
battery. From raw flow data, correction factors, proration factors, to actual volumes reported. What are the 
effects of measured receipts or if one well is licenced as a gas well producing oil will this have an effect on my 
wells production volumes? 

Glen-205 Intermediate

Conventional Processing Facilities and  
Required Measurement  

This an overview conventional processing that occurs in the field and at the plant highlighting the 
requirement measurement

Glen-201 Beginner

Methane Emission Reduction Opportunities 
and Incentives in Upstream Oil and Gas

Cap-Op will overview current early adoption incentives to reduce methane emissions from upstream oil and 
gas sector. Cap-Op will outline the new pneumatic device offset protocol and project types eligible for offsets. 

Glen-206 Intermediate

Methods of Verifying Automated Sampling 
Systems by Analyzing 25 years of System 
Proving Data

Fiscal and Custody Transfer Sampling Systems are often not treated as an equal to custody transfer meters. 
Meters are often seen as the cash register when in actuality it is both the meter and the sampling systems 
that are that cash register. Meters are proven on a regular basis, yet sampling systems are often installed 
and are never looked at again. This paper looks at the importance of proving your sampling system, how to 
perform a sampling system proving test and the analysis of 25 years of proving tests on the 3 main styles of 
sampling systems found in custody transfer applications and then compares how they perform. 

Glen-203 Advanced

Effluent Testing Factors There are so many factors associated with wet measurement (ECF, CGR, OGC, WGR, GIS, SF).  
When do I use each and why? 

Glen-205 Intermediate
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